
   

Contatta
gabriele.orsaniti@yahoo.it

www.linkedin.com/in/
gabrieleorsaniti (LinkedIn)

Competenze principali
Public speaking
Project management
Ricerca

Languages
Italiano (Native or Bilingual)
Inglese (Professional Working)
Tedesco (Professional Working)

Certifications
ECDL Certification
Blockchain Innovation Manager

Honors-Awards
Simple Commendation

Gabriele Orsaniti
Web3 researcher || Blockchain analyst || VR/AR enviromental
designer || Cryptoart collector
Bolzano

Riepilogo
Young cypherpunk, fall in love with nature and technology, aim to
change the world in best one little step at the time.

Esperienza

Autonomo
Web3 Researcher
gennaio 2017 - Present (5 anni 5 mesi)

As web3 researcher I keep looking at what's new at the horizon of this open
sea by exploring the possibilities the digital innovation has in store for me.
Every day is a new discovery and I'm happy to make this the job of my life :)

Südtiroler Sanitätsbetrieb - Azienda Sanitaria dell'Alto Adige
Administrative Office Assistant
ottobre 2020 - aprile 2022 (1 anno 7 mesi)
Bolzano, Trentino-Alto Adige, Italia

My duty was to deal with the health emergency of the pandemic due to
covid-19. This year I put aside my dreams and my projects to collaborate with
the national public hospital of my home town and be able to help by doing my
part, even in a small way, to overcome together this tremendous historical
moment....

Autonomo
Garden Designer
maggio 2019 - ottobre 2020 (1 anno 6 mesi)
Bolzano, Italia

Following my passion I started design and create gardens, green corners, in
both virtual reality and real life. I worked with a few greenhouses providing their
client the best virtual rendering. As virtual designer I let myself inspiring from
the new artist of the metaverse. Even by knowing the whole workflow, I never
liked to model too much but I'm open to learn more in the future!
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Virtual Reality Researcher
febbraio 2018 - maggio 2019 (1 anno 4 mesi)
Bolzano, Italia

Study, research and development of VR and AR through Unity, UE4, with
specializations in programs such as Maya, Substance, Vuforia, ManoMotion
and Adobe Fuse. During their course I did an internship at the H-FARM, where
I collaborated with BitProjects by creating an AR App for the Fondazione
Giancarlo Ligabue and their archeological museum gallery. I worked from
summer 2018 until May 2019 to our in-house startup (TetraLens) which
provided a few work to their client before merging into CR, which I left in order
to follow my career of virtual garden designer.

Keith Blockchain SRL
Blockchain Advisor
ottobre 2016 - maggio 2017 (8 mesi)
Sliema, Malta

Blockchain and ICO Advisor for Keith Blockchain SRL, formed by two youngs
entrepreneur who created services around the bitcoin, ethereum and monero
ecosystem. Defrauded from an investor, we quickly closed the start-up to avoid
any other ripercussion from the sketchy legislation tooking place in Malta.

EURAC Research
Collaboratore
settembre 2012 - settembre 2016 (4 anni 1 mese)

LU.NA collaborator

Formazione
National Design Academy (NDA)
Diploma Istituto Tecnico e Professionale, Garden design · (2017 - 2018)

Forteam
Expert in content creation in both Virtual and Augmented
Reality, Modellazione, ambienti virtuali e simulazione · (2017 - 2018)
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